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Location
Wang Fu Jing Street, Beijing

Program
Parking, Retail, Office, Post Office, 
Recreation, Opera

Size
    400,000 SF

Client
Jixiang

This closed competition combined a 
multi-use facility with a 800 seat theater, 
located on Wang Fu Jing, Beijing’s 
premier pedestrian shopping street. 
Openshop’s entry was selected as one of 
two finalists.

The project was understood and conceived as the 
manifold for the interlacing of urban experiences. It 
embodies the kinetic explosion of urbanity along Wang 
Fu Jing Street and the diverse programmatic mixture 
therein. 

The building program provides for a multi-function theater, retail 
space, post office, entertainment space, flexible office space 
and meeting facilities. These components formed the raw 
material which a fusion of total urban occupation, 
programmatic integration and temporal evolution combine into 
a definitive experience. A dynamic urban presence is born 
when it simultaneously integrates itself with the 
phenomenological potential of the site. The diversity and scale 
of the whole defies the notion of building as total object, 
informing instead an alternative modality of dense and 
seamless urbanization of building. This project treats the 
building as city and, at divergent scales, forms itself from a 
constantly unfolding continuum of urban surfaces.

GREENHOUSE



Competition Boards

01 - text 02 - area 03 - site & traffic 04 - ground floor 05 - floor B1, B2, B3 06 - floor 01, 02, 03 07 - floor 04, 05, 06

08 - floor 07, 08 & roof 09 - elevations EW 10 -  elevations NS 11 -  SW day 12 - SW night 13 - SE night 14 - NW day



Site Context

W
ANGFUJING STREET



The bundled areas of programmatic intensity distributed 
along the urban surfaces create the instances of social 
interaction and the continual displacement of the urban 
experience into the building. 

By packaging the program elements and dispersing 
them throughout the building both vertically and 
horizonatally we have created an integration of 
elements that reflects, at the scale of the building, 
the organizational structure of a Chinese Puzzle.           Programmatic Puzzle Bundles
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All the elements flow around the faces of the 
building at the north and the south creating at 
their terminus access to the dominant 
north/south axis of pedestrian activity following 
Wang Fu Jing Street.

The formal aspects of the exterior evolved from the character of the spaces within. On 
the west, a skin of metal flows along the street enclosing the office block above in a fluid 
gesture while a permeable series of retail spaces on the lower levels open up to the public 
flow. To the east, the office space appears to be enfolded within a continuous skin and 
rests against and above the simple form of the theater at the southern end of the site.         Elevations



Sections

We wanted the vertical flow to be a visual experience for the 
inhabitants of the building as well as those passing by.   So we 
created spaces that expose elements of the building to the 
surrounding city and produce visual focal points along the 
horizontal flow.

While the theater offers exclusive performances, a simultaneous projection 
on the main atrium wall creates a parallel virtual experience for the public 
both within the building on and out in the public plaza.



Plan

Circulation and Points of EntryPublic Flow

We realized that a strong public current flows through the 
site and with high regard we maintained its edges, building 
up volumes as banks of a river.  This allows the theater and 
retail to have a strong presence without interrupting the 
flow of the city.
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